2012, June 28

Mother Sekhmet Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
On Sunday, entered into a new wave ●Thursday – 5 CHUEN - the monkey; 5 is harmony, like 5 th tone of scale; wide use of magical artistry
●Friday – 6 EB – being with the rhythm; healer aspect; expand awareness for healing of planet
●Saturday – 7 BEN - skywalker; must take a leap of faith & trust you are not alone
●Sunday – 8 IX - 8 is the octave resonance, fine-tuning; the counter clockwise spin of galactic harmony ;
IX is the magician working in accordance with Divine will
●Monday – 9 MEN – eagle is a visionary
●Tuesday – 10 CIB – full moon – CIB is warrior, a spider or an owl; 10 – manifestation of intent into reality
●Wed - 11 CABAN - 11 = change, liberation – through destruction there is creation; vision quest; Caban is
earth, healer energy – brings access to planetary harmony. This is a double CABAN
●Thursday - 12 ET'TZNAB - the mirror; blade, truth; 12 is about stability
Tuning Forks:
MarettaRobert
●The frequencies in the tuning forks are not in any instruments we have today. The Solfeggio tones were
used in the past and kept the monks balanced & healthy, using them eliminated fear, guilt, etc.
Eventually the church suppressed their use, as control of people was their goal.
●Add any of them together, they come out 3, 6, or 9. Tesla said if you understand the 3, 6, 9 matrix
sequence, you understand the structure of the universe
Ute

– 396 Hz -#9 vibration – helps liberate us from guilt, fear, grief, past hurts
- works on all the astral bodies; to get us beyond the frequencies which
hold us back
Re [ray] – 417 Hz - #3 vibration – facilitates change; letting go of old baggage; helps to clean chakras;
reminds us we are worthy, a holy child of god
Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration – Transformation and miracles; DNA repair;
clears vibrations which are not in harmony with our being
Fa [fah] - 639 Hz - #9 vibration – about connecting, relationships, family; supporting us as a co-creator;
calls in the heart
Sol [soul] – 741Hz - #3 vibration - awakening intuition; helps us solve problems; balances right & left
parts of the brain
La [lah] – 863 Hz - #6 vibration - helps us return to spiritual order; cleans the chakras – it reverses
movement, restores order; clearing, returning to spiritual order
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angel frequency – very high – 4686 Hz
earth – 136.1 Hz - finishes with this one to bring us back to the earth we live on

MariettaRobert:

Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537
530-513-6472
888-429-5471

Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
● These calls are listener-supported; they have been on air for 12 years.
● T & R are official spokespeople for Faction 3: White Knights & galactics; they get
instructions from KOS, Mother Sekhmet
BBS:
● outstanding sum of $ 730 for last weeks + this week!
There is a Paypal button on BBS Radio, Station 2
T & R: ● need money for food, gas and new tires!!!
● Rent money due next week
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
and we can indicate whether it is for BBS Station 2 or T & R
[Paypal = a 5 day process; US Mail is the same]
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● if you don't have a computer, call MR and she will help: Phone: 317- 773-0061
or stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● another way to send money for food: Sunflower Farmers Market
● Call Robyn LaCorte, Office Manager, tel: 480-820-4900 Fax: 480-820-4044
● Robyn will issue a gift card and mail it to T & R when you
call to make a donation
Hard News:
R: The Best New Thing that has happened on this planet – moving very close to Universal Health Care
thinks Justice Roberts saw back side of Mother's paw
T: want to improve on what is happening and how to take care of health using higher levels of
understanding
R: when Bush v Gore happened, Bush Sr threatened the entire country that if his son were not selected,
there would be rivers of blood in the street; Supreme Court and the Court was compromised
● when Maxine Watters asked for someone to sign her document so she could speak – no one did
this goes back to 2000 before 9/11 when they were planning
Ed Schultz radio program: Mike Papantonio was in for Ed today,
● he laid out the story of Opus Dei and Scalia – what was in Dan Brown's books was not off base.
● This is real how the criminals run their lives through the Masonic lodges and their satanic
rituals that call in the Archons
● keeps talking about the energies coming in: the energy is not about extinction level events, but about us
going through a doorway!!
● Mike P went into the dark story about the Supreme Court and how they were selected and since
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the year 2000 - that Al Gore, who is Rama's cousin, was duly elected president, but he is as
corrupt as the others
● To make this story clean: the folks are already landing and are walking among us
● This is the biggest piece as we get past race, what people look like, right and wrong, etc
● the biggest piece to fit in with this today is about Opus Dei: Judges Scalia, Roberts , Elito - all
are members of Opus Dei which is a Jesuit order which murders for the Black Pope
● these 3 have been involved in mass murder, genocide, etc
● Also, Vatican going down in flames
● The energies are removing people, in conjunction with the white knights, the Sovereign Militia Forces
● On Ashtar's Tueday night call, Mother, Ashtar, Sananda talked of walking through this with
compassion, love, dignity and gratitude for those life forms who took on the form of the sith
T: Thom Hartman's radio show: someone called in who'd been listening to Joba the Rush [Limbaugh]
Said that Barack had called Judge Roberts & gave him a little talking to – this was true!
R: there are pieces of this that go back to morning of 9/11; the devil is in the details
● in the details is the way those in The Project for a New American Century & it involves the
secret meetings in the Bush admin that are tied into Fast and Furious –
● not one former admin from Bush was subpoened to testify in the Eric Holder situation [to Issa's
investigation meetings] – a witch hunt against Holder, who is no saint either
● this goes back to what the courts did in the Florida case and Bush v. Gore and has to do with
the Black Caucus; 35 of them + Nancy Pelosi walked out of the witch hunt today –
● all has been pre-meditatively planned to sequester the man in the White House who has a
colour differential
● Mike P brought up that these 3 in the Supreme Court are Opus Dei: means they owe allegiance
to the representative of the Vatican; the Black Pope who is now the same as the White Pope
● Ratzinger and many Cardinals are all archons; root of problem is those Jesuits/archons inside
the Vatican
T: Archons are intergalactic war criminals; 5th dimensional reptiles with abilities which are beyond those
of Satanists; they have been neutralized
R: they were here before the gods were here, like Mother; it has to do with a word used in ancient
Islamic traditions: Ab drue Jihad ● they are beings that are non-physical in form; they exist in the realms, the confines of the 4 th
dimension which has now collapsed into the 3rd ; therefore we have the astrol kingdom in our midst
● these life forms were created with the same grace as Mother, but they decided to play the
game of masters of the universe and they sided with Lucifer and 1/3 of the angels and the dark
side of the force
● they opted out of their 12th strand of DNA, so they lost heart energy; cannot empathize, can
murder without heart energy, so that is how they can accrue these energies
● they can do things that are kernel [criminal?] in nature: it gets them excited to murder & they
want to do more and more of that; it's the way of Skull and Bones; it's the only way they can
stay in this dimension and experience things that are less than godly
● this [influence] filters down into the every day decisions with the so-called law makers /
criminals that sit in the capitals of various cities around the planet.
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R: Brad Friedman of BradLog on Ed show – spoke of Sybel Edmonds & Boiling Frogs.com
● a Dutch spy was arrested in last 2 -3 days; an ambassador or person was spying for Russia; has
to do with the United States & the story of Syria – they are getting close to Al Asaud's home
T: LM Nada told R months ago that they have a plan; ultimately they want to get to Al Asaud
● Tara is watching painful stuff: she does it & we all have a mandate as we become more aware
to exercise the 1st law is we must be calm, then the 2nd love others
● these characters are in excruciating pain & are experiencing something they thought they
would never have to by merely eliminating the 12th strand of DNA, but as the frequencies of love
are increasing so much, they are desperate and want to stay, but only on their terms!
● On Monday, Carolyn Kennedy told Rama they are inserting – a new technology, intelligent mind and heart
which is like liquid gold nanites material - is an intelligent force in the body;
● the entirety of the Cabal ones has been downloaded with these nanites [this part of Cobra's
story is true]
● Yet Cobra and others like him are not in charge; they are racist and want Barack Obama
arrested & this is a problem
● he {BO] is a double agent and working with the ships and the light;
● The ships discussed on Cobra and the others are not all in the light, and these ones are in
mixed light because they are prejudiced; they give dates and there are no dates; as they do so,
they push the event further down the road – this is the biggest test in discernment we have all
been put through out
● Big Will put out a question to Drake on last night's show, and the question brought up racism in
Drake ● Cannot play games with the racism angle
KOS texted Rama today and said: either you are focussing fully with Faction 3, or you are part
of the problem
R: there are a lot of highly credible stories about who and what we are and our nature as god beings;
● the memory chips are being fully down-loaded with information about who and what we are – we
are co-creator gods with abilities equal to those of Mother, Ashtar Hatonn , St Germain, and all
the others & changing these stories right now
● What he keeps being told is that Hammer of Thor has hit the ground – the energy is the headlong rush in terms of the truth coming out there is happening faster and faster
● The main stream news is beginning to catch up with what they are talking about
R: On Friday night [tomorrow], National Geographic has a show called “Chasing UFOs” – will talk of real
stuff and real hard evidence for people to see – Dish Network channel 186 – NTGEO
or look it up on internet: www.NationalGeographic.com
MR: Mitch Battross sent out info about the archeologist find; a 1300 year old Mayan text – only 2 nd known
reference to the Mayan Calendar - most significant hieroglyph that has been found – in
Guatamala - end of an era, beginning of a new one and the shift, transition has already begun
it's about how things move in a cycle, not a specific date.
[SEE BELOW]
R: As the mass arrests happen, the false religiousity will have to go – it will shift into a way we can be with
each other
● R has experienced working alongside of other cultures; they always work in compassionate love
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T: biggest problem makers is Israel gov't not so much the people, yet they believe the life of one Israeli
is worth 1000 Palestinian lives
● Re Faction 1, Faction 2, Faction 3: This is not about good, bad and ugly but about we are all equal
● these terms are assignments of tasks
● F3 has no communication with F2 at all, because of freewill choice
● F2 is a very, very mixed bag [energetically speaking]: 98% of Pentagon have aligned with F3 in
Pentagon in terms of allegiance and do not answer to F 2
● this is a test as these ones are having some difficulties: they are upset; they are angry and
they have the colours of prejudice, and they do not get to hear the whole story
R: the piece that might fill in the story is that for so many years, many of us have bought the lies of the
Cabals, and the religiousity and the form of the thoughts and the framework of this matrix
● as things have changed, what he has experienced is the awakening that he has experienced
watching folks across the planet
● when JFK was killed, R was in 4th or 5th grade; R watched that funeral and knew JFK was not
dead at that time; he told his parents who were bohemians before they were hippies! They
did not believe him – yet Jack will be back because it has to do with galactics in our midst
T: Carolyn Kennedy also spoke of her Uncle Ted who alive and well as is her Dad; Teddy said in a speech to
Congress: as you politicians do not give Universal Health care, you are violating your oath of
office which is called TREASON.
● The story about Supreme Court decision about the health care: they are all guilty of treason
● Thomas Jefferson wrote the Constitution, which guarantees Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
happiness for everyone, & the judicial branch was to have the least amount of power of all
branches of gov't
● Thom Hartmann said the SC should have nothing to do with this – it goes back to time of
Thomas Jefferson, Marbury vs Madison – 1803 – in that case, the Supreme Court got hold of
judicial review which means it compromised
● Thom H said we have our own royals in the supreme court who get appointed and think
they are there for life;
● the old admin / old oligarchs are controlled by the Archons & do the bidding of the
archons or be killed so they are bought; the concentration of the archons is in the Vatican
● All we have to go on is our hearts, why we ask and ask and seek to open, open our hearts
● Marbury vs Madison granted the judicial branch of gov't the right to strike down laws made by
Congress
● Congress is supposed to represent the people, and the people are supposed to be able to vote out
representatives who do not represent them
● The ultimate problem is ignorance, and the death of ignorance has to happen now as we are
not doing the rule of law when we are ignorant of knowledge of the truth
● The church is the biggest purveyor of untruth there is; this was intentional and this was started
by the first ankle biters
● the original archons were Jehovah, Lucifer, and Lillith - compromising with love
● there were 12 originally colours of ethnicity, and the blending of that plus the intentional
extinction of certain colours:like the killing of all Tasmanians by the British on purpose!
● This has happened to different societies across the planet
● The Ho ' o pono pono says we are responsible for it all as one beingness
Reading:
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Miko Peled is a peace activist who dares to say in public what others still choose to deny. Born in
Jerusalem in 1961 into a well known Zionist family, his grandfather, Dr. Avraham Katsnelson was a
Zionist leader and signer of the Israeli Declaration of Independence. His Father, Matti Peled, was
a young officer in the war of 1948 and a general in the war of 1967 when Israel conquered the
West Bank, Gaza, Golan Heights and Sinai. Miko’s unlikely opinions reflect his father’s legacy.
General Peled was a war hero turned peacemaker.
Miko grew up in Jerusalem, a multi-ethnic city, but had to leave Israel before he made his first
Palestinian friend, the result of his participation in a dialogue group in California. He was 39. On
September 4, 1997 the beloved Smadar, 13, the daughter of Miko’s sister Nurit and her husband
Rami Elhanan was killed in a suicide attack.
Peled insists that Israel/Palestine is one state—the separation wall notwithstanding, massive
investment in infrastructure, towns and highways that bisect and connect settlements on the West
Bank, have destroyed the possibility for a viable Palestinian state. The result, Peled says is that
Israelis and Palestinians are governed by the same government but live under different sets of
laws.
At the heart of Peled’s conclusion lies the realization that Israelis and Palestinians can live in
peace as equals in their shared homeland.
● the most common myths the Israeli people ere about Israel and 1967
● 1948 – there was a country without a people
● 1967 - the myth of existential threats
● Israel democracy
[https://www.freespeech.org/video/alternate-focus-generals-son]
T: to bring this story to the US:
● we have a Mossaud in this country, led by Rahm Emmanuel which is TREASON.
No business having a Moussad in the US at all. Hillary is also a member – Treason!
● The Moussad through AIPAC owns Congress except for 64 good men & women
● This is why most in Congress will be arrested on FACTION 3's clock;
Faction 2 has nothing to do with it.
● ST G in charge along with the 7th incarnation & Initiation of Sananda Kumara, KOS
● The chain of command re: arrests is:
(1) orders given by St. G to KOS;
(2) KOS gives orders to head of military, B O;
(3) BO orders the Provost General of our military to make the arrests – these are the
only people in charge!
Reading: Big Banks craft living wills in case they fail
R: they could go out of business as soon as July 1st!!!
T: In Egypt, as soon as Marsi became presient, Shafick and Suliman left the country –
● there are cases against both of them in the Egyptian supreme court
● Shafick stole billions and billions from the people
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● Suliman was in charge of extra ordinary rendition: tortuned for the US
Caller: what occured in pyschic holocaust in 1996? an article posted by Cmdr Randy – an attempted nuclear
attack in astral and aetheric planes
T: there was something with the Zetas in 1995; they did not get what they wanted;
● Ashtar Command has been in charge and would protect us from anything happening.
● A pyschic attack would be something the same
● There was a big thing when the Repubs expected to take the election with Dole who wasn't going to pay
the Farm Claims - Clinton got it again
● As late as Oct, 1996, it was neck and neck as to who would win – there has never been a real
election ever – it was rigged so Clinton got it.
● 1995 The Keatings Savings and Loan building was taken out;
● House of Sherman ???? was bombed; he was put in a wheel chair – because he was exposing the
judgeship in Chicago
● Chicago has a Leo chart and is considered the heart chakra of North America; the Four Corners is the
physical heart chakra of the earth; Hauliakila is spiritual heart chakra of the earth
● Quen Ho Lee supposedly was the spy who worked in Los Alamos labs; he was nailed and blamed and
tortured etc
● One of Bill Clinton's clones landed in Albuquque [there were 21 clones of Clinton; the real Clinton stayed
in a witness program; each clone is pre-programmed to do a certain thing, once it's was done,
another clone was brought in]
● That clone went to Los Alamos lab and took 2 disks to Tieniman Square where the info was passed from
China to our CIA in Iran – the CIA out of Ayers Rock in the huge underground facility is in every
one's business world wide – can't blame any country; it's all CIA!
● from Iran to Lebanon and literally launched it in 19?
Caller: Info on Italy: the man wearing the white hat spends 4-5 hours per day playing his piano because
that is the only way he can try to find some peace
● in Canada, all high school and university students are rising up because they know the economic
situation cannot improve and they are asking tons of questions
● in Thailand, people rising up; in Japan students are also rising up & asking questions– when are we
getting our severance packages as promised?
● time to use our love energy - we will get through this
T: to finish that story: the little nanites hold divine neutrality in their being and this is a protection for
the essence of the body. The body has its own intelligence, and we are not body, we are spirit and
we are stewards of the body.
● Yet the cabal are not doing a very good job and the nanites are there – the energy is waking up
the heart : as the cabal deviate from the heart energy insdie them, they experience their life
force draining
● This is a help from the forces of light for the cabal but they can choose: they can help
themselves as they still have free will choice: they can either do what the archons want them to
do which starts draining their life source, or they can listen to their heart song, go to the
neutrality, just say no and have an opportunity to make a difference
● As Ashtar said on June 26th, this is never going to be done with violence; Mother said pick one of your
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favourite cabals and send them all the love that you thought you had, and then ask for more to
send them; this will help them connect with the nanites in themselves - it's like how you love your
children who are pushing the envelope: this is about setting limits for the cabal
R: they are playing with ideas and things about extinction level events; if they try this, they will meet
Ashtar who will not be in a jovial mood!!! He means business; it is over.
T: the Japanese saw the huge hat-shaped star ships around Mr Fuji; they were lenticular & super refined
● they said on NHK news that the clouds are called star ships and they are our friends! If you
haven't noticed, we might need that help – THIS IS IN JAPAN!!!!
● The electric company that owns the 6 nuclear plants that are out of control wants a $12B
bailout! They want to charge higher taxes, to turn the reactors on – the people are saying NO!
R: There is an answer to this: Jack Safardi – cold fusion and working with the technologies of matter
and anti matter – as the lattice structure of crystals is worked with, you create warp fields
T: $100 B lawsuit filed by 44 tribes 20 years ago, only got $1B, a pittance, yet more is to come
R: has to do with Pigford Case and farm claims and how that gets settled
T: there will be no more reservations
Mother Sekhmet:
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant one! In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St. Germain and the Violet Flame.
T: Mother - we need a big dose of love so we can pass it on to the dark ones; and please help us to open
up our cosmic hearts and that we are able to experience the kind of joy of loving these ones who
have gone a little off the path; that we may mitigate all the negative energies, and that we can
end this thing called prejudice whether it is race, gender and we are all One.
and it is 9:11!
Mo: This is an interesting piece to this [the time]: it is how this unusual turn of events have brought us to
this day: where did the towers go, where did the cars go, what happened to the people?
● So many pieces to the jig saw puzzle which has to with all these things called "atoms" – Einstein,
Openhimer, the Manhatten Project: we watched from our vantage point [as these things occurred]
● it is time the whole story gets told about our children and the funny little issue called the atom –
how the energies of creation were used in an inappropriate manner.
● To this hour, things are quite interesting in the cosmic dance that we see before the illusion, the matrix
is collapsing around you and the real world is coming into focus
● It has to do with us, the 5th element, the piece that none of the media will speak about
● today, RT leaked out a 20 second video of our craft that have interacted with the International
Space Station in the last 24 hours.
T: so the folks at NASA got a wake up?
Mo: some of the folks at NASA leaked it ot RT [Russian TV]. Mr Putin is changing hats rapidly – sitting
with Angelca Merkel, Mr Maliki, Netanyahu
● the big picture is about us and the star gates, Stargate SG1, and the story of RA & Alcyone
● There are stargates in Nebadon that allow you to go to the fartherst reaches: – what do you see
when you focus on space where there is nothing?
● More stars, more stars - there is no end: each universe overlaps into the next one –
there are son universes, daughter universes; they all interact with each other in great
harmony
● This is filtering down to what you experience now: your politicans with their hair on fire who are
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screaming the house is burning – but they are the only ones on fire! It is both funny and very sad.
● It is about the fact that they have not told the people the whole truth about themselves and us
● Mr Opus Dei [Judge Roberts] got a little whack and was told to get it done; get it done now!
● It also has to do with the structure of what you have here: what the Founding Fathers set up with The
New Atlantis, thanks to Beloved Ascended Master St. Germain
● Atlantis, Lemuria are rising, and the new Atlantis is coming to pass with an extra added piece to
the story – everyone has a piece to share as we are all in this together, and the least of us has the
most to say – about walking while being black "I am Travyon Martin", "I am Troy Davis"
T: Morley Gram - an 18 year old murdered in his home in New York, in his bathroom
Mo: out of the ashes, the Pheonix is rising – you have the man to lead you
● the 9th member of the Council of 9 – some want to refer to him as a monkey
● we need to speak with respect and gratitude for this individual who has walked into this tsunami
of chaos
● 175 millions years are getting erased in a split second and all folks are concerned about is
this man is going to take our guns! AN ABSOLUTE LIE! This has nothing to do with reality
whatever.
● Very soon the technology of death won't work anyway – so what to do with that piece of metal!
● another piece that needs to be shared: the 520 missing years about the Aborignal Moabite
Nation have been erased; why are the people in Poverty Point still living in poverty? and the story
of Hurricane Katrina and the genocide courtesty of Bush Jr is still going on in New Orleans?
● yet all is being rectified in the moment as we are here and have 4 on the floor – not a Karmann
Ghia; it is a shuttle craft! But don't misunderstand – we like Karmann Ghias!!!
T: Morley Gram was the one who was shot in NY
Mo: ?? is the man who should be the president in Mexico – estimating he will get only 31%
● has to to do with the corruption of the Vatican; get rid of the guy called the Pope, and call in the
goddess – in all the super civilizations to this moment, the goddess calls the shots
● Gaia and her twin flame Vywamus are the main story with the galactic alignments accurring right now
along with Nibiru in orbit
● it is not about extinction events, but about our ascension, earth's ascension as Tita Lacoria and
Terra Nova and the abundance and ever lasting life
● these temples [bodies] are to last for 10,000 years, not 60, 70, or 80 – Baba Ji is still alive and
how many millions of years old is he? He is waiting to interact with us and so is the next version of
Sai Baba – showing up now to bring World Congress together
T: He'll just walk back in, just like he walked out and took out the Karma that was over whelming for us
MO: the Mahdi is here, Maitreya is here; the fake story about the Khazars, our children – the Annunaki,
and the tribe of Dan – it's about those who took the good name of the Lion of Judah and
desecrated it. It is a one state solution.
D'yanna: Greetings and big hugs!
● Mother, you said since June 21st magical things are going to happen:
● their skies are clear of chemtrails for last 8 days – is this part of the magic? Or what?
Mo: yes, things are being cleaned and cleared!
Caller: the fires came with a wind and destroyed 7 homes in a town nearby, and families are now without.
● What does it mean when you have 4 on the ground, and what are we going to be seeing here very
shortly; can you give us an idea of how to help and make things happen – how can we bring this into
fruititon?
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Mo: It is the action politics of Occupy Wall Street, the Arab Spring, the man who sold fruit and took
his life:
● there is an raging inferno which is activated in everyone's DNA which is the activation of the
extra strand, the 12th strand of DNA – we are the ones we have been waiting for, along with us
showing up
● to best serve humanity is with the utmost kindness, greatness, grace, beauty, Love –
take the hand of one of these ones who is the darkest of the dark; walk with them, bring them
into focus and give them more love and watch them light up like billions of suns –
Watch the orgasms begin, and the love we have when they light up with ecstasy and the heart
explodes with such beauty – all they can think of is the next orgasm
● She speaks of Nora ? The female movie director who has just passed –
[SEE BELOW]
When Harry Met Sally is the story of the magnificence and ridiculousness of love getting told.
● Even Mr Rush and Mr Issa – send love; that bag of hot air will fade out like a balloon –
● what is this economy but a ballon: the economies across the planet are shifting and changing
T: any more nukes? Or nuclear plants – Japan has them shut down and they want to start them up again
Mo: There is a hidden war between the 2 factions in Japan; this is where the White Dragon will step in,
in the right way; this is about the Rainbow Bridge between 3rd dimension and 5th is already here –
we bridge it by activating the 9 stars above our head
● What we can do - the active politics of this
Go to Q & A
Caller: will archons remain in the 3rd dimension with those who remain there?
Mo: As the ancient hologram that represents our ancient children, the Watchers, those who were here
before the gods were here, has everything to with - as the Kali Yuga ends, and the Sat Yuga begins
- they are transformed, transfigured by FIRE
Caller: those who remain in 3rd dimension will not be tormented as we have been?
Mo: we will clarify: 4th has collapsed into the 3rd & this is what we are experiencing now
● the astral kingdom, as everything is raised to 5th and up to the 12th - - these light forms: as the
frequencies, the energies continue to increase & increase in magnitude, you either get absorbed
into the ascension wave frequencies or you cease to exist – it's that simple.
● as the 3rd ceases to exist, those light forms still connected with the 3 rd dimension - this has to
do with the unravelling of one earth and the wrapping round of that skin with another earth
those love forms and that parallel reality of what they want to experience - they go to the Tilla
System and the planet called Herculobus: it is already there and there are already folks being
deposited there
● as you are experiencing this planet achieving its dimensional frequencies and people are going
higher and higher and higher with the frequencies
● The ones who are still connected to the archon energy, that is interactive with those life forms,
that have an inter relationships to play that out – they, along with their story of the archons, will
go to Herculobus and the conclusion of that story will not hold any relevance to this story called
Terra Nova. It is the separation of worlds.
● Yet for the life forms who experience that, what they will experience as we go into higher and
higher frequencies of ascension, the memories of what we are will fade from their existence and
they will just continue on with the day-to-day experience, however they wish to play it out: do
they want Armageddan or do they want paradise on earth?
● The story of the archons is just that: they go along with that old energy and cease to exist.
● As they pass their tests in Herculobus, they become those energies call the Yods, the Fire
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letters, of the energy of the Shekinah
Caller: does not understand the answer.
T: It's like an orange peel
● in the 3rd dimension, our bodies are changing; every day, we are co-creating new DNA codes
which are taking us into a 5th dimensional light body consciousness
● the archons are mis-using their energies; they had access to gifts we only dream of – for
example, Si Baba could manifest diamonds out of nothing; they could and so could the ascended
mastersl These ones could do the same thing and they mis-used these abilities
● they will go in star ships to the TILLA system – it's about 4 light years from earth
Caller: So the 3rd dimension will not be involved with the lower archons?
T: the 3rd dimension will not be involved with any of us here! The new earth is 5 th dimensional, and we are
making this transition which is going faster than you think.
● We are exploring those energies; but they have not been passing their tests, so they will be
removed from the earth, taken by star ship to Herculobus which is 12x larger than earth, in the
Tilla Star System.
Mo: scientists already know about it, have let out hints about it, but not talking about it – will have to revamp their stories and tell the story about the Galactic Federation of Worlds
Caller: she knows people who have no desire to ascend – her heart wonders – will they continue with the
way the world is now?
T: those people will go somewhere else; to another planet again – Wolf Planet 359 - they will not die, and
in the next instant, they will be moved -they will just continue on
● there may be some beings in their lives like you, for example, as you know them, they'll be
missing you but everything else will go on without you
● Ascending does not mean leaving this planet, but staying and enjoying this planet in 5 th
dimension in a beautiful garden with all your gifts full activated.
Caller: commented that last caller's question was an excellent one!
● Mother, understands the bags being packed by Mr Fitzgerald – going to appear in DC?
Mo: could very well be; this is key has to do with the story about the fall of the Club of Rome and the
First Continental Bank of Chicago that has to do with the Red Queen of England
● Mr Fitzness is coming to take care of business.
T: The issue of contempt with Eric Holder, and the Executive Privilege that Barack took on documents
related to 9/11
● Obama did call Roberts and reminded him that his court had something to do with 9/11 and he
might want to consider to do the right thing on the Health Care Bill
● so they [dark ones] know that 9/11 is on the tip of things to be dropped in their laps
Mo: in the quiet of the morning, in the quietness of moments, they have a thing or two to think about –
and we show up in those moments for a chat: how can you love self as a galactic war criminal . .
T: Rush, China, the US, England and Syria, all the European countries to meet in Geneva – to talk about
not Al Asaud, and not members of his immediate cabinet, but some memberships that are
associated with the gov't here, and others associated with the Free Army & the opposition– a
delegation from each side and some from Russia & the West
● It's about a coalition of thought, ideas to find a way to stop this – it is Koffi Annan's idea
because the cease fire did not work
● The Free Army Opposition army do no want to see Al Asaud stay in power; it's like asking for
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the impossible – Russia not totally opposed to the idea of Al Asaud – the idea of how to come to
some resolution is a tight space.
● Today the Free Army managed to put 2 car bombs right close to Al Asaud's house, and
yesterday attacked the pro Syrian media station – an area that is never touched – yet they went
into inner sanctum and killed 7 yesterday and kidnapped 11 - in spite of tight security
Mo: as this story unfolds , there might be people at this meeting from other dimensions to speak about
doing things in a different way like love!
There is more to this – involves the kingdoms of the Jinn and other dimensional kingdoms that have
a role to play in . . . .
Mother's Summary:
as you go through these energies in this weekend, more energies . . . . send energy to these dark
ones – it will change parameters
Closing:
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Maya Archaeologists Unearth New 2012 Monument
With 'End Date' of Dec. 21, 2012

2012, June 28

ScienceDaily (June 28, 2012) — Archaeologists working at the site of La Corona in Guatemala have discovered a
1,300-year-old-year Maya text that provides only the second known reference to the so-called "end date" of the Maya
calendar, December 21, 2012. The discovery, one of the most significant hieroglyphic finds in decades, was
announced June 28 at the National Palace in Guatemala.

Marcello A. Canuto, director of Tulane’s Middle American Research Institute, excavating significant
hieroglyphic panels in La Corona in Guatemala. (Credit: Image courtesy of Tulane University)
"This text talks about ancient political history rather than prophecy," says Marcello A. Canuto, director
of Tulane's Middle American Research Institute and co-director of the excavations at La Corona.
Since 2008, Canuto and Tomás Barrientos of the Universidad del Valle de Guatemala have directed
excavations at La Corona, a site previously ravaged by looters.
"Last year, we realized that looters of a particular building had discarded some carved stones because
they were too eroded to sell on the antiquities black market," said Barrientos, "so we knew they found
something important, but we also thought they might have missed something."
What Canuto and Barrientos found was the longest text ever discovered in Guatemala. Carved on
staircase steps, it records 200 years of La Corona history, states David Stuart, director of the
Mesoamerica Center at The University of Texas at Austin, who was part of a 1997 expedition that first
explored the site.
While deciphering these new finds in May, Stuart recognized the 2012 reference on a stairway block
bearing 56 delicately carved hieroglyphs. It commemorated a royal visit to La Corona in AD 696 by the
most powerful Maya ruler of that time, Yuknoom Yich'aak K'ahk' of Calakmul, only a few months after
his defeat by long-standing rival Tikal in AD 695. Thought by scholars to have been killed in this
battle, this ruler was visiting allies and allaying their fears after his defeat.
"This was a time of great political turmoil in the Maya region and this king felt compelled to allude to a
larger cycle of time that happens to end in 2012," says Stuart.
So, rather than prophesy, the 2012 reference places this king's troubled reign and accomplishments into
a larger cosmological framework.
"In times of crisis, the ancient Maya used their calendar to promote continuity and stability rather than
predict apocalypse," says Canuto.
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Big banks craft "living wills" in case they fail

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/27/us-banks-bailouts-wills-idUSBRE85Q0AZ20120627

By David Henry and Dave Clarke
NEW YORK/WASHINGTON | Wed Jun 27, 2012 4:29am EDT
NEW YORK/WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Five of the biggest banks in the United States are putting finishing
touches on plans for going out of business as part of government-mandated contingency planning that could
push them to untangle their complex operations.
The plans, known as living wills, are due to regulators no later than July 1 under provisions of the Dodd-Frank
financial reform law designed to end too-big-to-fail bailouts by the government. The living wills could be as long
as 4,000 pages.
Since the law allows regulators to go so far as to order a bank to divest subsidiaries if it cannot plan an orderly
resolution in bankruptcy, the deadline is pushing even healthy institutions to start a multi-year process to
untangle their complex global operations, according to industry consultants.
"The resolution process is now going to be part of the cost-benefit analysis on where banks will do business,"
said Dan Ryan, leader of the financial services regulatory practice at PricewaterhouseCoopers in New York.
"The complexity of the organizations will shrink."
JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM.N), Bank of America Corp (BAC.N), Citigroup Inc (C.N), Goldman Sachs & Co
(GS.N) and Morgan Stanley (MS.N) are among those submitting the first liquidation scenarios to regulators at
the Federal Reserve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp, according to people familiar with the matter.
The five firms, which declined to discuss their plans for this story, have some of the biggest balance sheets,
trading desks and derivatives portfolios of financial institutions in the United States.
Great Britain and other major countries are imposing similar requirements for "resolution" plans on their big
banks, too.
The liquidation plans are coming amid renewed questions about the safety of big banks following JPMorgan's
stunning announcement last month that a trading debacle has cost it more than $2 billion - a sum far too small to
endanger the bank, but shocking enough to bring back memories of the financial crisis.
A NOD TO GLASS-STEAGALL
If the extensive planning and review process works as proponents hope, big banks will become less hazardous
to the public and regulators will be more confident that they can let wounded institutions die without wrecking the
economy.
In congressional hearings earlier this month, JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon said that the bank's contingency plan
for going out of business would let it fail without cost to taxpayers. Living wills reduce the systemic risk of a big
bank failing, Dimon said.
The living will requirement could actually yield similar results to restoring Glass-Steagall without actual reenactment of the Depression-era laws separating commercial banking from investment banking, former FDIC
Chairman Sheila Bair told Reuters TV earlier this month.
Bair said regulators may determine that for a liquidation plan to work, a bank must separate traditional banking
and insured deposits into subsidiaries set apart from volatile securities trading and securities underwriting.
The rules push banks to untangle their complex structures, which can include thousands of legal entities, and
which, in Bair's opinion, have effectively blocked proposals for breaking up the corporations.
Whether the Fed and the FDIC would actually force any banks to sell businesses or cordon off insured deposits
remains to be seen, cautioned Richard Herring, a banking professor at the University of Pennsylvania.
"We don't know if they will have the guts to do it, but the tools are there," said Herring, a leading proponent of
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living wills for more than a decade, who was appointed to an FDIC advisory panel on the plans.
Herring worries, too, that the plans will be so long and complex that they will overwhelm the staff at the agencies.
Still, that the plans are being written at all is progress, Herring said.
PLAN FOR TWO WAYS TO DIE
Under the Dodd-Frank Act, banks and regulators must imagine liquidations in two different ways. The first is
through bankruptcy courts with banks negotiating with their creditors. This is the going-out-of-business method
planned in the living wills due July 1. The living wills must include how subsidiaries in foreign jurisdictions will be
liquidated.
The second way is through a new kind of liquidation process in which the FDIC takes control of putting a
financial giant down. This method has more flexibility than is allowed in bankruptcy courts, but still uses critical
information collected in the banks' living wills, such as where exactly to find collateral.
The new rules stagger deadlines for the banks to file plans, depending on their size and complexity. Nine banks
will file first, including five based in the United States and four owned abroad. Regulators have declined to name
the nine banks included in the first round.
Other large banks will have until July and December of next year to hand in their plans, according to the FDIC.
Eventually about 124 banks are expected to submit plans, according to the FDIC. There are about 7,300 banks
in the United States.
Regulators and the big banks have been meeting since January on what the plans are expected to include. Fed
and FDIC officials have said they expect the back-and-forth to continue once the plans have been submitted.
The rules give the banks a series of chances to refine their plans.
But if banks cannot come up with feasible liquidation plans, regulators could order the banks to get rid of
businesses.
Government intervention is a last resort, said John Simonson, the FDIC's deputy director of Systemic Resolution
Planning and Implementation in the Office of Complex Financial Institutions.
"I think a lot of progress can be made in having these firms make themselves more resolvable before you get to
that point of actually imposing those severe remedies," Simonson said.
The regulators will want to see evidence that the banks can safely resolve their debts and transfer vital customer
services and assets to healthy institutions.
The plans could easily be 2,000 or 4,000 pages long, depending on the complexity of the banks, said Ryan of
PricewaterhouseCoopers. The plans include "very granular detail" about bank operations, he noted, adding that
"in many cases, this is a large documentation exercise."
For example, the banks must spell out plans for hiring lawyers and contacting regulators in key countries.
The rules for crafting the living wills are 74 pages long, including an explanatory supplement. The plans could
even include drafts of press releases showing how the banks would announce that they are going out of
business, Herring said.
The plans are to include summaries for the public, but most of the data will be kept confidential at the request of
the banks concerned about revealing trade secrets, according to the rules.
The FDIC has not said when the summaries would be released.
The regulators estimated it will take all of the 124 banks combined about 1.3 million hours of work to write their
initial plans, and each year afterwards, 267,544 hours to keep them up to date. A 40-hour work week for a single
employee equals 2,080 hours a year.

(Reporting by David Henry in New York, Dave Clarke and Karey Wutkowski in Washington and Rick Rothacker in
Charlotte, North Carolina; Editing by Alwyn Scott and Jan Paschal)
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Nora Ephron, prolific writer and filmmaker, dies at

age 71
By Alan Duke and Faith Karimi, CNN
Writer and filmmaker Nora Ephron, pictured in her New York home in 2010, died at age 71 on Tuesday, June 26. She is
known for her romantic comedies with strong female characters.

STORY HIGHLIGHTS





Ephron, 71, is known for creating strong female characters in her stories
She got Oscar nominations for screenplays, including "When Harry Met Sally"
She also directed "Julie & Julia," which earned Meryl Streep an Oscar nomination
"She changed romantic comedy forever," actress Debra Messing says

(CNN) -- Nora Ephron, the screenwriter and director whose sharp, edgy romantic comedies featuring strong
women took her to the top ranks of a film industry mostly dominated by men, has died.
She was 71.
Ephron died Tuesday surrounded by relatives at a New York hospital, where she was undergoing treatment for
acute myeloid leukemia, her family said in a statement.
The best of Nora Ephron
She wore many hats: essayist, playwright, journalist, novelist, an Oscar-nominated screenwriter and a movie
director.
An accomplished screenwriter, her romantic comedies featured strong but appealing characters who tackled
relationship issues with a comic insight into their situations. They included box office hits "When Harry Met
Sally" and "Sleepless in Seattle," both of which earned her screenwriting Oscar nominations.
Ephron mourned as 'brilliant' writer, humorist

Writer Nora Ephron dead at 71
She also received an Oscar nomination for "Silkwood," the story of anti-nuclear activist Karen Silkwood.
"An amazingly talented girl who was able to accomplish everything she set her mind to with great style and will
be missed enormously," actor Martin Landau said in a statement.
Ephron also wrote and directed "Julie & Julia," which earned Meryl Streep a best actress Oscar nomination in
2010.
"What a loss. A magnificent spirit and voice. She changed romantic comedy forever," actress Debra Messing
said.
Ephron was born on May 19, 1941, into a family of writers.
Her parents, Henry and Phoebe Ephron, wrote screenplays for "Carousel," "Desk Set" and "There's No Business
Like Show Business."
From the archives: Nora Ephron's best advice
While her parents' works live on through movie rentals and classic film channels, perhaps the elder Ephrons' true
legacy is their daughters.
Nora Ephron made her directorial debut with the 1992 comedy, "This Is My Life," which she co-wrote with her
sister, Delia.
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Both sisters also put together a production fashioned around Ilene Beckerman's best-selling book "Love, Loss
and What I Wore."
Ephron believes her parents' humor was a big part of her productions.
"They were funny and they believed that everything was copy," Ephron said in 2009. "They believed that
anything in life could be turned into a story, which is really the first rule of humor. I don't think you can get
through almost anything without humor."
She married screenwriter Nicholas Pileggi in 1987, eight years after she divorced investigative reporter Carl
Bernstein. Her failed marriage to Bernstein was the basis of her book and movie, "Heartburn."
From the archives: A story told through clothes and Ephrons
"I feel bad for the people who don't at some point understand that there's something funny in even the worst
things that can happen to you," Ephron said.
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg said Ephron's stories set in his city are classics.
"You've Got Mail" and "Sleepless in Seattle," her romantic comedies starring Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, were
among her movies that featured a lot of the city's iconic buildings as a backdrop.
"The loss of Nora Ephron is a devastating one for New York City's arts and cultural community," Bloomberg
said in a statement. "From her earliest days at New York City's newspapers to her biggest Hollywood successes,
Nora always loved a good New York story, and she could tell them like no one else."
Female writers to Nora Ephron: 'I'll have what she's having'
In addition to making movies, Ephron also tackled writing in many other forms. Her essays include "I
Remember Nothing" and "Crazy Salad." She also wrote the 2002 play, "Imaginary Friends."
Three years ago, Ephron provided a list of some of the best advice she's ever got.
It included "life is too short" and "location, location, location," an appropriate sentiment for a director whose
romantic comedies focused on seizing the moment in major metropolitan cities.
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